In this paper we determine the characteristics of certain matrix transformation spaces ([1] , 298), with special emphasis on the transformations of the space of bounded sequences. An extension of part of a theorem of H. S. ALLEN ( [2] , Theorem 3, (a) ) to convergence free spaces is also given.
We have, from Allen's theorem, the following: If Z<,ex<,a00 ([3] , 273), then Z--+-f3=ex--+-f3=a00 --+-{3, where f3 is any perfect sequence space. ( [3] , 275). Thus in considering the transformations of such an ex to various perfect sequence spaces, we may consider merely the transformations of a00 ; and this we shall do. The results will then be immediately applicable to ex --+-f3 with ex as defined. In particular, ex may be z or r.
Theorem I. a00 -+-a, (r;;.l) is the set of matrices A= (an,k) 
In this case, 00 00
and, the bP being finite in number, this may be rearranged as 00 00
Hence, by Minkowski's inequality,
If negative values of xk are admitted, we obtain F(x) <2M (again by a simple application of Minkowski's inequality).
But these {xk}, with xk assuming a finite number of different values between -I and +I as k varies, are dense in the set of real bounded sequences with unit bound, since for a given e > 0, the range -I to + I divided equally into [2/e] +I segments will provide a value of xk, for each k, within a distance e of every point in the range. Hence F(x) <2M for any sequence in G00 with llxll <I, and F(x) Since the matrix applies to all real bounded sequences and transforms them to sequences in a., we have also
00 00
and the result follows for real matrices.
Similarly, if ank=bn~c+ienk' with bnk and enk real for all n and k, then for a real sequence {xk} we require that 00 00 00 00
n~l k~l k~l n~l
The proof now proceeds as before, and we see that the convergence of L IPnlr and L IQnlr is necessary and sufficient for the convergence of the n n left hand expression, which means that the matrices (bn, k) and (en. ~c)
separately satisfy the given condition. The argument may now be extended to complex sequences and complex matrices, and we see that it is necessary and sufficient for the real and imaginary parts of the matrix elements separately to satisfy the given condition.
It 
To prove necessity, consider the transformation of the set of sequences in 0" 00 given by xk = ei 0 k. This is collectively bounded as the ()k vary, so will transform, by [I] , 288, (6.2, VIII(b)), into an Er-bounded set; i.e., from the lemma,
for some positive M independent of the choice of the ()k, and for all n. Choose the ()k such that, for some fixed n, arg ank = -fJk (k= l, 2, ... ).
Then IYnl = L ian. kl <.Mn' for this n. But by varying the ()k we may obtain k this result for all n. Hence the condition is necessary. This shows that the condition is necessary. The proof of sufficiency follows exactly on the lines of the corresponding result for a00 -+ a 10 so will not be given.
Theorem III. a,--+F, is the set of all matrices A=(an,k) such that
We mention also without proof two further transformations of a00 , both of which are sufficiently obvious. (a) <r00 -+ a is the set of all matrices with rows in a 1 • (b) a 00 -+ cp is the set of all column-bounded matrices with rows in a 1 • As in all these cases {J, the space to which a00 has been transformed, is perfect, we may apply Allen's theorem [2], 3(b ) , that (<X -+ {J)' = fJ* -+ <X*, and obtain the following corollaries to the above theorems. The conditions on A in each case are as follows. (See [3] , 281 for definition of W-set.) Condition (a) is necessary in order that A shall apply absolutely to <X. (a) and (b) are obviously together sufficient. To show that (b) is necessary, assume that the pi" row is not a zero row, and that pis not in a W-set for {J.
Let the first non-zero term of the row be aP. k,• On applying the matrix to e'k,> we obtain yP (A e'k'>)P = aP. k, =1= 0. But for all sequences in {J, yP = 0. This contradiction proves the necessity of the condition, and thus completes the proof of the theorem.
